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Web Editor Meetings

• First Thursday of every month
• Goal: make K-State’s web presence better
Background

• Version 10
• Implement enhancements added in version 9
Calendar / Pulse

• DCM/ITS-developed system for sharing event information
• Feeds data to sidebar, main column, homepage, and digital displays
Binary Manager

• dichotomy between regular pages and binary files
• publish like any other
• workflow like any other
Dependency Manager

• Keeps track of all links within our sites
• When a page's URL changes, links are automatically updated
  – Across CMS sites
Quick Search

• Filename and content searches in the full file viewer
• Not very intrusive, so we’ll just enable
Version 10

• Rewrite of the UI
• Announced March 2011, to be delivered fall 2012
• Actually delivered end of 2013
Version 10

• We have 6 months to switch
• All K-State must switch at once
• Day or two
New features

• IE 10 and IE 11 support
Drag and Drop

• Drag and drop upload
• Drag and drop file management
• File sidebar shows multiple levels
Dashboard

• Dashboard redesign
  – Required actions
  – Checked out content
  – Recent saves and publishes
More

• Gadgets
• JavaScript image editor
  – not Java
• Find and replace inside assets
Timing

- Spring term ends May 16
- Summer starts May 25? Or June 9?
- Orientation and Enrollment starts June 11
- May 29?
More information

• support.omniupdate.com
Questions
Final Word

• I sincerely hope that OmniUpdate won’t prove to be a farceur of the Version 10 show.
Farceur

• Word of the Day, February 5, 2014

farceur \fahr-SUR\, noun:
1. a joker; wag.
2. a writer or director of or actor in farce.